
We created BlopHome pro for professionals who demand more BlopHome, higher quality renders, 
insert own objects, publish catalogs, ...
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BLOPHOME
PROFESSIONAL

Animation Render
Generate renders where the objects appear in the selected 
order.

Dimensions
Floor height adjustment, at different heights, automatic levels 
and add levels.

Customize logo in the views
Customizing logos in the view makes it possible to have 
several logos and to select them in the render.

Insert ceramic objects
Allows the user to create their own ceramic library, with relief, 
shine, etc..

My Logo

Characteristics



Publish your own catalogue Make your own textures

Insert your own objects 360º panoramic render

VR Render Access to Full Catalogues

Create your own catalogue of products. It can be seen around 
the world, if you wish. The catalogue can be published or left 
unpublished for your own use.

Insert your own images, combining them with gloss, matte, 
embossed, etc., textures. These textures can also be edited in 
your catalogue, for use by all blophomers.

Visualise the virtual environment from a predetermined point 
with a surround image. Simply by moving the cursor.

Insert your own objects combining them with textures. These 
objects can also be edited in your catalogue, for use by all 
blophomers.

Access to all Blophome drawing catalogues.The render is applied so that it can be visualized using 
VR glasses, as if you were inside the project.



Blocks from BlopHome and publish

Conversion of designs

Better quality and Full HD renders

Perspectives without logo

Renders in the cloud Projects in the cloud

Better quality and Full HD renders. Not only have we increased 
the size to Full HD 1920 x 1080, but we have also increased the 
quality of the render.

No logo will appear in the perspective so you can include 
your own. Your brand present in all your designs.

Create blocks (groups of multiple objects) from BlopHome, 
for example: 1 table and 4 chairs and save it in your catalogue.

We convert your drawings into solids and meshes, with the 
3DS, DWG, SKP, IGS, STL, FBX, DXF, OBJ formats to BlopHome. 
Transform them and imagine what you could do with them.

blopHome professional allows you to store your projects in 
the cloud.

Manage renders from the BlopHome cloud. Manage 
your projects from any computer.
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